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1. Introduction 
Many systems working with humans, e.g., humanoid robot, environmental intelligence,  
portable information assistant (Isozumi et al., 2003), have been studied in recent years. These 
systems need autonomous learning approaches for adaptation to various users’ requests 
and environment changes. One of approaches to autonomous learning is Reinforcement 
Learning (RL) (S.Sutton et al., 1998). Study on shooting robot is an example of its early 
applications to practical problems (Asada et al., 1994). This study shows that RL can be used 
for autonomous systems. RL, however, cannot be applied easily to every practical problem 
since RL needs much time for learning. Therefore, other methods instead of RL are 
necessary for practical applications. One of the methods is Model-based RL, which has an 
inner model of environment and improves the learning efficiency by this model. That is, if 
an agent can get knowledge of a task and environment, then the agent uses it for learning. 
Model-based RL, however, has also some another problem when the inner model has some  
model error, because the agent learns some behavior by the inner model with the error. 
Although this problem is inevitable for Model-based RL, there are few studies on this 
problem. 
This chapter gives careful consideration on the effects of the model error for Model-based 
RL and proposes a new approach, Model Error based Forward Planning Reinforcement 
Learning (ME-FPRL) (Tajima, et al., 2006) to solve the abovementioned problem. ME-FPRL 
controls learning based on errors of the inner model and can make the learning efficiency 
high. And ME-FPRL is applied to the pursuit of a target by a robot camera. The results of 
this application show that ME-FPRL learns more efficiently than usual RL and Model-based 
RL. Finally, conclusions and future work are shown.  
2. Model-based reinforcement learning 
This section introduces the framework of Model-based RL and describes one of Model-
based RL algorithm as a preparation for ME-FRPL. 
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2.1 Framework of RL and model-based RL 
Fig.1 shows the framework of RL. RL is based on Monte Carlo Methods and Dynamic 
Programming. An agent that learns with RL acquires some appropriate actions. In the RL 
method, it takes an action to environment. Environment changes by the action of the agent 
and gives reward to the agent according to the environment change. After the agent gets 
reward, the agent evaluates the action. Then, the agent observes the new state of 
environment and takes a new action to environment in order to get more reward. The agent 
learns the appropriate behavior by these interactions with environment and finally acquires 
the behavior giving maximum rewards. 
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Fig.2 shows the framework of Model-based RL. An agent that uses the Model-based RL 
method has an inner model of environment and improves learning efficiency using the inner 
model. Model-based RL, however, has some problems about the error of the inner model. 
The agent learns the behavior by both interactions with real environment and those with the 
inner model. The learning by the interaction with environment is called direct learning, and 
the learning by the interaction with the inner model is called indirect learning. If the agent’s 
model is correct, that is, the same as environment, the agent can get a good performance by 
indirect learning because the model generates good experiences for the learning. On the 
other hand, if the inner model has some errors, or has some differences from real 
environment, the agent cannot learn the behavior correctly and the learning efficiency 
becomes low. It is found that Model-based RL has the problem on the error of the inner 
model. 
2.2 Value function 
In the RL algorithm, knowledge is expressed by a value function. The value function )(sV   
is defined as Eq. (1), where Ss  is the state of environment,  Aa is the action taken by an 
agent, r  is a reward given to an agent according to environment changes, t is the step of 
time, ),( as is a policy and E  is the expectation of a policy.  
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An action-value function ),( asQ  is defined as Eq. (2). The action-value function is often 
used for expressing knowledge because it is easy to find the best action on the current state. 
The best action *a  is obtained by Eq. (3). When ),( asQ  is optimized and the agent 
continues taking *a  each state, the agent can reach goal efficiently. 
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This action-value function is optimized by the interaction between the agent and 
environment with some RL algorithms, e.g., TD-learning, Q-learning, SARSA-learning 
(S.Sutton et al., 1998). 
2.3 Model-based RL with trajectory sampling 
To get the optimized value function efficiently, an agent can use an inner model with the 
Model-based RL algorithm. In the Model-based RL algorithm, it is important for the agent to 
generate some experiences using the inner model. These experiences using the inner model 
are called virtual experiences in this paper. One of the methods of generating the virtual 
experiences is the trajectory sampling method. In trajectory sampling, the virtual 
experiences are generated from the current state. In Model-based RL with trajectory 
sampling, at first, the agent chooses a next action virtually with the policy, e.g., greedy , 
and it predicts a next state and a next reward from the current state and the chosen action 
using the inner model. Then, the agent updates the value function. Finally the agent sets the 
current state to the predicted state and sets current reward to predicted reward. The agent 
gets some experience by the continuation of this process. Fig.3 shows the concrete Model-
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based RL algorithm with trajectory sampling. In this algorithm   ),( Qspolicy  is the action on 
s and Q with some policy, ),( asModel is the inner model,  pN  is the number of indirectory 
learning,  lN is the length of trajectory, )10(   is a step size parameter, and )10(    
is a discount rate. 
 
Fig. 3. Algorithm of Model-based RL with Trajectory Sampling 
3. Model error and MEFP-RL 
This section describes the effect of some model error on Model-based RL, and introduces the 
ME-FRPL algorithm that can reduce its effect. 
3.1 Effect of model error 
An agent of Model-based RL can learn behavior efficiently when virtual experiences are 
equal to real experiences that are generated by environment. On the other hands, some 
virtual experiences different from real experiences give some bad effects to learning. These 
effects depend on the amount of the model error. Then, let us discuss the effect of the model 
on Model-based RL with trajectory sampling, where it is assumed that 1pN , 1lN . 
The learning rate multiplied by TD-Error (S.Sutton et al., 1998) usually denotes the amount 
of learning with one update in RL. Then, the amount of learning with real experiences and 
that with virtual experiences are denoted as the amount of direct learning and as the 
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( 'ˆ,'ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ asras  are temporary variable) 
amount of indirect learning, respectively in this paper. The amount of direct learning d is 
given by Eq. (4) and the amount of indirect learning i  is given by Eq. (5), where d is a 
direct learning rate, i is an indirect learnign rate, and the sign of   shows the prediction 
by the inner model. Eq. (5) is rewritten to Eq. (6) because frist sˆ  is s  and first aˆ  is a  in Q  
(See (6-1) in Fig.3), and when 1pN and 1lN . So, the amount of all learning id   is 
given by Eq.(7). 
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Here, let the state dissimilarity ),( ba sssds  between state as  and state bs  be defined as the 
number of the necessary action for giving ba ss  . In this argument, if the agent can change 
as  to bs  by K  steps of actions, it is assumed that the agent can also change bs  to as  with 
the same number ( K  step) of actions, though the former actions are usually different from 
the latter ones. Q  is multiplied by   each getting away from the goal when the agent does 
not gets some reward. If learning is almost convergent and the agent chooses only greedy 
action, )'ˆ,'( sssds  is constant. When 's  is closer to a goal than 'sˆ , then )','()'ˆ,'ˆ( asQasQ  . 
When 'sˆ  is closer to a goal than 's , then )','()'ˆ,'ˆ( asQasQ  . That is, )'ˆ,'ˆ( asQ  is smaller than 
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Now, applying Eq.(8) to Eq.(7), the amount of all learning id   is rewritten to Eq.(9). 
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When k  becomes very small minus value, 1ki  becomes to very big value. If the learning 
is convergence , 0d , and ),( asQ  is only effected by )','( asQ , ),()','( asQasQ  . So 
id   is given by (10). 
 )1)(,()(  kiidid asQr    (10) 
If the model does not have any error, ridid )(   . That is, some inner model 
error makes some effect exponentially with change of k . 
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3.2 Decreasing effect of model error 
Let i  be defined by kdh )10(  h . Then, id   is given by (11).  Let us discuss the 
effect of some inner model error. 
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1. When 0k , id   is rewritten to Eq.(12). 
 )}','()(),()1()1{( 1 asQhasQhrh kkkkdid     (12) 
In this case, if k  becomes large, id   becomes d . That is, the effect of the learning 
is reduced. 
2. When 0k , id   is rewritten to Eq.(13). 
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In this case, if k  becomes small, id   becomes )','( asQhdd  . That is, the effect of 
the learning is )','( asQhd  . 
From these results, the model error does not make effect exponentially when i  is equal to 
k
dh  because the effect of the learning is smaller than )','( asQhd  . However, k  is an 
unknown value because the relation between )','( asQ  and )'ˆ,'ˆ( asQ  is changed every 
learning procedure and every update. On the other hand, )'ˆ,'( sssds  is estimated by the 
model error. Because the relation beteween k  and )'ˆ,'( sssds  is given by Eq.(8)( 
)'ˆ,'( sssdsk  ),  Eq.(14) is obatined. 
 ksssds hh  )'ˆ,'(   (14) 
Threfore, the model error does not make effect exponentially when i  is )'ˆ,'( sssdsdh  instead 
of kdh .   
 
3.3 ME-FPRL 
On the basis of these results discussed in 3.2, Model Error based Forward Planning 
Reinforcement Learning (ME-FPRL) algorithm is propsed. Fig.4 shows the algorithm of ME-
FPRL, where )10(   is a step size parameter, )10(    is a discount rate and   is a 
tradeoff parameter. This algorithm is based on Model-Based RL with the Trajectory 
Sampling and controls the amount of indirect learning by estimating the current error. 
Therefore, the proposed learning algorithm has robustness against the error. ModelAcy  is 
estimated at state dissimilarity that is obtained by the current state dissimilarity, where the 
current state dissimilarity is defined as the latest number of necessary actions. In this 
algorithm, when   is nearly equal to 1, the latest state dissimilarity )'ˆ,'( sssds  affects 
ModelAcy  very well, and on the other hand when   is nearly equal to 0, the previous state 
dissimilarity affects ModelAcy  very well. lN , pN  and planN  are parameter values of indirect 
learning. lN  is the length of the trajectory, pN  is the number of indirect learning, and h  is 
the parameter to change ratio of indirect learning. 
 
 Fig. 4. Algorithm of ME-FPRL 
4. Application to pursuing target task 
In this section, at first, ME-FPRL is extended to a liner method for the continuous state 
space. Then, ME-FPRL is applied to pursuing target task and the  efficiency of ME-FPRL is 
shown. 
4.1 Continuous state spaces 
In a real world, some tasks such as the control of robots are very complex because the state 
space is continuous and very large. Therefore, an agent needs much time to learn some 
behaviors on the continuous state space. This problem is known as curse of dimensionality 
(S.Sutton et al., 1998). To deal with this problem, there is a method to convert the original 
state space into the feature space with enough size to be able to solve the problem. This 
converting method is called function approximation (S.Sutton et al., 1998). One of function 
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3.2 Decreasing effect of model error 
Let i  be defined by kdh )10(  h . Then, id   is given by (11).  Let us discuss the 
effect of some inner model error. 
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1. When 0k , id   is rewritten to Eq.(12). 
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In this case, if k  becomes large, id   becomes d . That is, the effect of the learning 
is reduced. 
2. When 0k , id   is rewritten to Eq.(13). 
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In this case, if k  becomes small, id   becomes )','( asQhdd  . That is, the effect of 
the learning is )','( asQhd  . 
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Threfore, the model error does not make effect exponentially when i  is )'ˆ,'( sssdsdh  instead 
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3.3 ME-FPRL 
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approximation methods is the liner method. In the liner method, the action-value function 
Q  is defined by Eq. (15).  
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where s  is a state, ),( ai  is a parameter, ),( si )1),(0(  si  is a feature vector, i  is an 
index of a feature vector and I  is a size of feature vector. ),( asQ  is defined as summation of 
products of ),( ai  and ),( si . That is, ),( asQ  is a linear function of ),( si . The action-value 
function is optimized by the general gradient-descent update, and if a feature vector is given 
by the linear approximation method, the action-value function converges to a local optimum 
(S.Sutton et al., 1998). ME-FPRL is modified by the liner method in order to apply ME-FPRL 
to some practical tasks. Fig.5 shows the algorithm of ME-FPRL with the function 
approximation. 
4.2 Pursuing target task 
 Fig.5. Algorithm of ME-FPRL with function approximation 
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( ,,'ˆ,'ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ ComAcyasras are temporary variable) 
The pursuing target task is a basic problem in the control of a robot system and many 
control methods are proposed for this problem. However, a control policy adjusted to a 
robot cannot be applied to another robot system because of different dynamics of each robot 
system. That is, adjustment of control policy that adapts dynamics is important for each 
robot system, and machine learning is one of the solutions to control it. In this study, ME-
FPRL is applied to the pursuing target task. A four-legged robot shown in Fig.6 (SONY 
AIBO ERS-7M3) acquires the control policy to pursue a target shown in Fig.7 by learning. 
This robot has a CCD camera moving pan/tilt directions. Fig. 6 also shows the default 
position. The robot can recognize the target using simple image processing. And, the agent 
can sense the direction of the camera. The target is moved like a pendulum by the 
servomotor. In this section, this robot is called an agent simply.  
4.3 Action and reward 
In this task, the purpose of the agent is that it learns behavior that can continue catching the 
target in the center of the camera. In order to catch the target, the agent chooses one of five 
kinds of actions: Turn to top, Turn to bottom, Turn to right, Turn to left, and Stop. When the 
agent chooses Turn to top or Turn to bottom, the tilt direction of the camera is changed. When 
the agent chooses Turn to right or Turn to left, the pan direction of the camera is changed. 
These changes are for every five degrees. When the agent chooses Stop, the direction of the 
camera is not changed. The state space is expressed by the target position with axes of pan 
and tilt, and the agent changes its state by these 5 kinds of actions. 
The agent gets one of the following three kinds of rewards: 10 points; catching a target at 
near the center of the camera, -10 points; catching a target out of the center of the camera, -20 
points; missing a target. The agent gets best policy based on these rewards.  
 
 
Camera (default position)
 Fig. 6. A Four-legged Robot  
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approximation methods is the liner method. In the liner method, the action-value function 
Q  is defined by Eq. (15).  
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The pursuing target task is a basic problem in the control of a robot system and many 
control methods are proposed for this problem. However, a control policy adjusted to a 
robot cannot be applied to another robot system because of different dynamics of each robot 
system. That is, adjustment of control policy that adapts dynamics is important for each 
robot system, and machine learning is one of the solutions to control it. In this study, ME-
FPRL is applied to the pursuing target task. A four-legged robot shown in Fig.6 (SONY 
AIBO ERS-7M3) acquires the control policy to pursue a target shown in Fig.7 by learning. 
This robot has a CCD camera moving pan/tilt directions. Fig. 6 also shows the default 
position. The robot can recognize the target using simple image processing. And, the agent 
can sense the direction of the camera. The target is moved like a pendulum by the 
servomotor. In this section, this robot is called an agent simply.  
4.3 Action and reward 
In this task, the purpose of the agent is that it learns behavior that can continue catching the 
target in the center of the camera. In order to catch the target, the agent chooses one of five 
kinds of actions: Turn to top, Turn to bottom, Turn to right, Turn to left, and Stop. When the 
agent chooses Turn to top or Turn to bottom, the tilt direction of the camera is changed. When 
the agent chooses Turn to right or Turn to left, the pan direction of the camera is changed. 
These changes are for every five degrees. When the agent chooses Stop, the direction of the 
camera is not changed. The state space is expressed by the target position with axes of pan 
and tilt, and the agent changes its state by these 5 kinds of actions. 
The agent gets one of the following three kinds of rewards: 10 points; catching a target at 
near the center of the camera, -10 points; catching a target out of the center of the camera, -20 
points; missing a target. The agent gets best policy based on these rewards.  
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4.4 Learning agents 
In order to confirm the validity of ME-FPRL, the learning efficiencies of the control policy 
with RL, model-based RL and ME-FPRL are compared with each other.  
An agents’ action is chosen by Gibbs (or Boltzmann) Sampler (S.Sutton et al., 1998) based on 
Eq.(16) showing Gibbs distribution, where  is a time constant. The agent using Gibbus 
Sampler chooses one of the actions like greedy  when   is equal to 0, and chooses one of 
the actions with equal probability when   is equal to 1.   
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The agent approximates state spaces by the CMAC (S.Sutton et al., 1998), that is a liner 
approximation method. In the CMAC, state spaces are expressed by some tiles. The number 
of tiles is defined as Tiling . In this application, parameter values are set as follows: 
50Tiling , Tiling2.0 , 8.0 , 3.0 , 8pN , 3lN , 3pplan NN  , 9.0h , 4.0 . 
  and the initial value of ModelAcy  are 0 . 
4.5 Inner model and its learning 
The agent with the model-based method has an inner model. In this application, dynamics 
of the target are constructed by multi-layered artificial neural networks (Nakano, et al., 
2006). Fig.8 shows the inner model of the target having two networks (Net1, Net2). These 
networks are switched over by the direction of target’s movement. That is, Net1 deals with 
the prediction of a right-handed rotation and Net2 deals with the prediction of a left-handed 
rotation. These networks are obtained by using the error back propagation methods for the 
learning (Nakano, et al, 2006). Each network is constructed by an input layer with 18 nodes, a 
hidden layer with 20 nodes and an output layer with 18 nodes. Although the state space for RL 
is expressed in the relative coordinate value about target position, the state space for this 
model is expressed in absolute coordinate value about target position without depending on 
the direction of the camera in this model. Therefore, all predictions by this model do not 
 
 Fig. 8. Inner Model with Two Neural Networks 
 
depend on camera direction. Before performing the task, the agent learns a trace of the 
target with this model. The target has a pendulum swing between 0 deg and 60 deg with 
constant speed. The agent memories 1000 times target positions that change momentarily. 
After the observation, the agent learns the trace by the memorized target positions.  
4.6 Experiment and its result 
In this experiment, the task is composed of 100 episodes, one episode ends when the robot 
catches a target in the center of a camera for 40 steps or when the robot loses the target 
completely. In the first half, 50 episodes, the target has a pendulum swing between 0 deg 
and 60 deg. In the latter half, 50 episodes, the target has a pendulum swing between 60 deg 
and -60 deg. That is, the trace of the target is changed at the 50th episodes. Therefore, the 
agent learns behavior against the unknown trace of a target. Fig.9 shows experimental 
results with RL, Fig.10 shows those with ME-FPRL and Fig.11 shows those with model-
based RL. In these figures, a horizontal axis means the number of episodes, and a vertical 
axis means the number of steps that the agent catches the target.  Table 1 shows the number 
of episode times that the agent catches the 40 steps target.  The agent with Model-based RL 
catches the target st the 2nd episode, the most quickly among three three methods. The 
agent with ME-FPRL catches the target at the 8th episode, the second best.  However, the 
agent with Model-based RL often misses the target even in the latter half.  On the other hand 
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depend on camera direction. Before performing the task, the agent learns a trace of the 
target with this model. The target has a pendulum swing between 0 deg and 60 deg with 
constant speed. The agent memories 1000 times target positions that change momentarily. 
After the observation, the agent learns the trace by the memorized target positions.  
4.6 Experiment and its result 
In this experiment, the task is composed of 100 episodes, one episode ends when the robot 
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and -60 deg. That is, the trace of the target is changed at the 50th episodes. Therefore, the 
agent learns behavior against the unknown trace of a target. Fig.9 shows experimental 
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the agent with ME-FPRL can continue catching the target competely after the 8th episode. 
Althoufh the number of episode times that the agent with RL misses the target in the latter 
half is small comparing with the agent with Model-based RL, it takes the longest times to 
catches the target for the first time.  Therefore, it is found that ME-FPRL is the most efficient 
in the early stage and the most robust aginst the disturbance among the three methods. 
 
 Fig. 9. Experimental Results of RL 
 
 Fig. 10. Experimental Results of ME-FPRL 
 
 Fig. 11. Experimental Results of Model-based RL 
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Learning Methods 1st-50th episode 51st - 100th episode Total (1st – 100th episode) 
RL 22 47 69 
ME-FPRL 43 50 93 
Model-based RL 39 31 70 
Table 1. The number of Episode Times that Agent Catches 40 Steps Target 
5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, the learning algorithm ME-FPRL is discussed. And it applied to the pursuit 
target task. Application results show that the ME-FPRL is more efficient than a RL or Model-
based RL. As a result, ME-FPRL is found to be able to apply to practical tasks. Our future 
work is constructing more an efficient learning system by using some advice and 
communication.  
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the agent with ME-FPRL can continue catching the target competely after the 8th episode. 
Althoufh the number of episode times that the agent with RL misses the target in the latter 
half is small comparing with the agent with Model-based RL, it takes the longest times to 
catches the target for the first time.  Therefore, it is found that ME-FPRL is the most efficient 
in the early stage and the most robust aginst the disturbance among the three methods. 
 
 Fig. 9. Experimental Results of RL 
 
 Fig. 10. Experimental Results of ME-FPRL 
 
 Fig. 11. Experimental Results of Model-based RL 
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